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Frequently Asked Questions
Q.   Why would I purchase Floor Prep?

A. The unique properties of Floor Prep creates a chemical reaction that removes ground-in 
dirt from the finish without removing the finish.

Q.    How do I know if Floor Prep will work for me. 

A.  Dilute Floor Prep 8 oz. into a gallon of cold water. Pick an area out of site that you can 
        pour the diluted Prep on the floor you want to restore. Allow it ti set 2-3 minutes. Take 
        the center of a standard strip pad, medium grade hair pad or equivalent and rub the 
        area to see how much dirt is removed. If it works to your satisfaction then you are ready 
        to go. The only reason it may not work is if the dirt is buried under 5 or more coats of 
        finish.

Q.    What type of floor can I use Floor Prep on?

A. Floor Prep can be used on any floor that can be cleaned with water. Cold water is 
recommended.  Hot or warm water can soften the finish on the floor.

Q.   Can I use Floor Prep in an automatic scrubber?

A. Remember the objective is to remove ground-in dirt that is deep into the finish. The 
amount of pressure generated with a scrubber may not be enough to pull the dirt out. 
Use the double scrub method to clean the floor. If floor still not coming clean you may 
need the low speed side to side floor machine. We have been working with great results 
the Blue Blend Burnish Pad by Americo. If you plan on restoring your floor then use 
the Blue Blend Burnish pad or a Standard Black Strip Pad on the scrubber.

       If you have a low speed side to side floor machine then you can use the scrubber  
       to apply the product and pick up the dirty solution after you restore with the low 
       speed side to side machine. Use the Blue Blend Burnish pad or a Standard Black 
      Strip Pad on the low speed machine for best results. Remember you are not removing
      the floor finish when you use Floor Prep.
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Floor Prep
Designed to remove ground-in dirt without removing the finish.

Watch the Youtube video - How to Restore a Floor Without Stripping



Q. What is the best floor pad to use with Floor Prep?

A. Since we are removing ground-in dirt from floor finish without removing the finish we 
want to use a standard black strip pad or hair pad. The pad we are currently working 
with for all of our cleaning is the Blue Blend Burnish Pad by Americo.

Q.   Are there any other uses for Floor Prep? 

A. Floor Prep is also know for cleaning grouting, stainless steel and brass.


